
  

 

         

           Name:      Std :                  English Worksheet 

   Underline the possessive adjectives in the following sentences: 

      1. The jewellery has lost its shine.  

      2. Jeff has been practise his song all morning.  

      3. When is your birthday? 

      4. We’d like to show you our farm. 

      5. Diya said that this is not her notebook. 

      6. The travellers went on their way after they left the inn.  

      7. I wanted to read my poem out in class.  

      8. Our parents are busy on Friday but they are free on Saturday. 

      9. Her pets have been trained. 

     10. This is their photo album.  

     Complete the sentences by choosing the correct adjective from the noun / verb in the 

brackets: 

       1. We had an     evening at the mall. (Enjoy) 

       2. This radio does not work. It is     (use) 

       3. The new sofas are much more     (comfort) 

       4. I found the samosas very     (oil) 

       5. The flowers make the room look      (cheer)  

       6. We saw a very      painting at the gallery. (Attract) 

       7. It’s     to regret the past. (Point) 

       8. Anya prefers to wear     clothes. (Colour) 

       9. The extra classes are     as they help us understand the topics. (Use) 

       10. The library is quiet and      (peace) .  

 



       Complete the table of degree of camparison :  

 Positive    Comparative   Superlative 

 Lazy            

     Naughtier        

              Craziest 

 Worthy            

     Whiter        

 Scary              

              Wetter        

  Noisy                        

      More knowledgeable       

              Most beautiful  

      Complete the sentences with the correct form of the adjectives given in the 

brackets:  

        1. These boxes are      (heavy) than the ones we have.  

        2. Faizal is the      (tall) boy in his class. 

       3. My sister’s room is     (big) than mine. 

       4. Aryan is a     (hard working) boy. 

       5. These paints are     (good) than those other ones.  

       6. Nisha can write      (neatly) than Deepak.  

       7. These cucumbers are very     (fresh) 

       8. Your essay is      (short) than hers.  

       9. Your sketch is the     (attractive) of all.  

      10. The sums on page 34 are   (difficult) than the ones on page 32. 

      11. These buildings are      (new) than those. 

       12. Of the three lamps , the red one is the      ( bright ) 

       13. He is the     brother. ( big ) 


